1. INTRODUCTION We are concerned in this paper with discrete-time Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) with Borel state and action spaces X and A, respectively, and the long run expected average cost criterion. When X is a denumerable set, man y necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the existence of optimal control policies are known. However, when X is a Borel space (i.e., a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space), most of the available results impose on the MDP very restrictive topological conditions (e.g., compactness) and/or strong recurrence assumptions (such as Doeblin's condition); see, e.g., [4, 9, 12] and their references. Another related work is [7] where we have studied MDPs from the viewpoint of the recurrence (or ergodicity) properties of the state process. ln the present paper, however, we are concerned with the existence of average optimal policies by looking at (static) optimization problems (see condition CS in Section 4) related-in sorne cases equivalent-to the existence of a bounded solution to the so-called Optimality Equation (see C4 in Section 4). These optimization problems are "dual" in the sense that, under appropriate conditions, the existence of an optimal solution to one of the problems implies existence of an optimal solution to the other( s) and, moreover, the corresponding optimal values of the problems are equal. More generally, feasible solutions to one of the problems provide bounds for the other. This approach is more er less standard when X and A are both finite sets, as in [1] and references therein, but in a more general setting it has been followed only by Yamada [12] , who assumes that X is a. compact subset of Rn and that the transition law has a density which satisfies a certain "positivity" condition (see (Al) in Remark 3.2 below). Here, we obtain results similar to those in [1, 12] in the setting of general Borel spaces, and furthermore, our "statie" problems have formally a simpler form. AIso, using the concept of "oppor· tunity cost" introduced by Flynn [2, 3] , we show that a stationary policy determined from the optimality equation is strong average optimal(see Definition 2.2).
Our main results are presented in Section 4; they roughly consist of relations between several ergodicity and optimality conditions introduced in Section 3. We begin in Section 2 by presenting the Markov decision model and the optimality criteria we are interested in.
PRELIMINARIES
We will use the following notation. A Borel space X (i.e., a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space) is always endowed with the Borel sigma-algebra~(X).
P(X) and B(X) denote the space of probabmty measures on X and the space of real-valued measurable bounded functions on X, respectively. If iJ E B(X), Ilvll denotes its supremum nonn, whereas if /l is a finite signed measure on X, 1I Let (/> be the set of~Il stochastic kemels f/JE P(A 1 X) such that f/J(A(x) J x) = 1 for aIl XE X,Jand let F be the set of ail measurable functions
A policy 0 = {o ,} is sâid to be a randomized stationary poliey if there exists f/JE(/> such that bl(·lhl)=f/J(·Jx,)
for every history h,= (xo, ao, ..., x,) E H, and t = 0, 1, .... ln this case we identify b with f/JE (/>; in other words, we identify (/>),with the set of randomized stationary policies.
Finally, a randomized stationary policy f/JE (/> is called (pure or de terministic) stationary if ther~existsfEF such that f/J({J(x)} 1 x)= 1 for ail XE X. ln such a case, we id~ntify f/Jwith f E F, so that F becomes the set of (pure or deterministic) stat(onary policies.
Notation.
Given a randpmized stationary policy f/JE (/>, we write, for
be the expeeted total n-stage eost under 0 when the initial state is x. 1he
For a stationary policy fE f, these expressions reduce to respectively. As is weIl known, when using a policy f/JE (/>,the state process {x ,} is a Markov chain with stationary transition kemel q( 
and and
,~O\ [2, 3] , we define the opportunity cost of <5at x as (2) and <5is said to have finite opportunity cost if 0(<5, .) is finite-valued. We also define the usual long-run expeeted average cost per unit time as " and the optimal average cast J(x) :=infbJ(<5, x), xEX.
DEFINITION2.2.
A poliey <5*is sa id to be
ln this paper, we are speeifieally interested in the concept of average optimality in the sense of Definition 2.2 and, as already noted by Flynn [2, 3] , it is clear that a poliey f> is AO if it is strong AO, and the latter in turn is implied if <5has finite opportunity cost. The converse implications, however, do not hold in general, and one of our objectives is to see how strong optimality and finiteness of the opportunity cost relate to the conditions to be stated in Section 3.
ERGODICITYAND OPTIMALITYCONDITIONS
ln this section we introduce sorne ergodicity and optimality conditions, and in Section 4 we study sorne relations between them. A subscript d (d for deterministic) will be used to indicate that a given condition is restricted to the set of (pure or deterministic) stationary policies F.
Ergodicity Conditions
CI. There exists a scalar a.
2a. for aIl x, x' E X and tP, tP' E (/J.
C2 (Geometrie ergodicity).
There exist scalars a.E (0, 1) and b >0
for which the following holds: For each tP E (/J there is a probability measure P.p on X such that IIq' ('1 x, tP) ------------------- 
m( C).
Remark 3.3. For the results in Section 4, the geometric ergodicity condition C2 can be replaced by the following: For each t/J E cf>, there exists a probability measure P,p on X such that for ail x E X, t = 0, l, ...,
(4 )
where {P r} is a sequence of constants independent of x and t/J, and such that Lr Pr < co. Sufficient conditions for (4), as weil as for C2 and C3, are given, e.g., in [7, 10] .
Optimality Conditions
C4. There is a constant j* and a function v* E B(X) such that
(j*, v*(·» is a solution to the Optimality Equation j*+v*(x)= min {c(x,a)+fv*(y)q(dY1x,a)}, XEX. (5) ae A(x)
Equivalently, there is a constant j* and a function v* E B(X) such that (j*, v*(·» is an optimal solution to the problem (P): Maximize À. S.t.
where ). ER and v E B(X).

CS. There exists t/J*E cf> and p* E P(X) such that (t/J*, p*) is an optimal solution to the dual problem (0):
(7)~~.
where t/J E cf>, P E P(X).
If we restrict problem (0) to (deterministic) stationary policies f E F, the corresponding "deterministic" version of problem (0) is problem (Dd):
-
where f E F, P E P(X).
C6. There is a policy b E A with fini te opportunity cost.
Notice that problem (P) is "linear" in (.. Remark 3.4. We can also write the optimality equation (5) The objective in this section is to prove sorne results connecting conditions C4, CS, and C6. Theorem 4.1 is a "duality theorem": it gives conditions under which the existence of an optimal solution to the "primai" problem (P) in C4 yields an optimal solution to the "dual" problem (Oõ r to the deterministic version (Od~in CS, and conversely. Theorem 4.2 shows that C4 implies C7, which extends to our present Borel-space setting a result of Flynn [2] when X is a denumerable set and A is finite.
is the so-called "discrepancy" function. Let F* :
that is,f E F* iff(x) E A(x) minimizes the right hand side (r.h.s.) of (5) for aU x E X. Under Assumption 2.1, well-known Measurable Selection theorems imply that F* is nonempty. On the other hand, if C4 holds, then j* is the optimal cost function, i.e., j* =l(x) for aIl x E X, and moreover,
We will show in Theorem 4.2 that a stationary policy f E F* is in fact strong AO (Definition 2.2). (ii) for any feasible solutions 12] ) (i) To see that (P) is feasible it suffices to take v( . ) = 0 and X sufficiently small. Feasibility of (0) or (0d) follows from C3:
if fjJ E if> ànd P4> is an invariant probability measure for q(. 1 " fjJ), then the pair (fjJ,p) sa tisfies (7) . Similarly, if f E F, then (J, pf) satisfies (8).
(ii) Now suppose that (À.,v(·» satisfies (6) and (fjJ,p) satisfies (7). Then, integrate (6) with respect to fjJ(da 1 x) and then with respect to p(dx) to obtain
Finally, using Fubini's theorem and (7), the third terrn reduces to J x v dp so that the latter inequality reduces to (9) . The pro of for (J, p), satisfying (8) is similar.
(iii) Let (j*, v*(·» be a (bounded) solution to (5) and take f E F*; that is,
Now let f}* E if> be Sllch that fjJ*(. 1 x) is the probability measure concentrated atl f(x) Vx E %, and let p* = Pf be a corresponding invariant probability measure. Then (10) Now let JE F be a minimizer; of the r.h.s. of (13), so that !
so that (j*,v*(·» is feasible for (P). To show that (j*,v*(·» is optimal for (P), lirst note that, from\ (12),
(13)
oeA(x) :
so that, dividing over n, taking the limit as n -+ 00, and using the bounded-
On the other hand, the optimality of (1jJ*, p*) and the delinition (11) of j* imply that j *~lU). Hence H' = lU) and the equality holds in (13), Le., (j*, v*) satisfies the optimality equation (5) . Clearly, the above arguments still work if, instead of an optimal solution to (0), we take an optimal solution (f*, p*) to (Od)' l' ln the proof of Theorem 4.~we will use that the optimal n-stage cost functions vn, n = 1, 2, ..., can be written iteratively as
with Vo :=0; see, e.g., [5, 8] . More generally, C6 is impljed by any set of sufficient conditions for C4, which in turn can be obtaineà in a number of ways [2, 4, 5, 7, 9] . , Remark 4.3. As can be seep in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the conclusion in part (a)(iii) of that theore~still holds if C3 is replaced by the following weaker condition: [(P) has ari optimal bounded solution and] there exists a stationary policy f E F* su~h that q(. 1 ., f) has an invariant probability measure.
